Jest
Soft Seating Collection

Pull up a seat with Jest, whether it be lounge, table, guest, or counter. All five chairs in the Jest collection have a tightly channeled cushion seat, creating a simple aesthetic while the woven textile adds a sophisticated value. By having a design that uses few parts to form many different seating combinations, the Jest collection works in a variety of settings.

friant.com/the-jest-collection
01 JEST LOUNGE
Make it easy to enjoy your next meeting with Jest.

Height: 32.5 in.
Arm to Arm Width: 28 in.
Seat Width: 20.5 in.
Depth: 28 in.

List price: $2,150
Available in steel, dusk, or canary with a wooden base.

02 JEST GUEST
It's simple wooden base inspires a light and airy feel for the workspace.

Height: 32.5 in.
Arm to Arm Width: 24 in.
Seat Width: 17.5 in.
Depth: 23 in.

List price: $1,850
Available in steel, dusk, or canary with a wooden base.

03 JEST COUNTER
It's lengthy base comes in white or metal with a tightly channelled cushion adding diversity to any environment.

Height: 38.5 in.
Arm to Arm Width: 20 in.
Seat Width: 17.5 in.
Depth: 19.5 in.

List price: $1,900
Available in steel or dusk with the option of a metal or white base.

04 JEST Y BASE
It's swivel Y-base adds motion and comfort encouraging an inviting place to sit.

Height: 32.5 in.
Arm to Arm Width: 24 in.
Seat Width: 17.5 in.
Depth: 23 in.

List price: $2,800
Available in steel, dusk, or canary with a metal base.

05 JEST TABLE
A simple metal base and tightly channelled cushion adds the right amount of sophistication to any space.

Height: 32.5 in.
Arm to Arm Width: 24 in.
Seat Width: 17.5 in.
Depth: 24.5 in.

List price: $2,100
Available in steel, dusk, or canary with a metal base.

COLOR OPTIONS

Saffron  Heather  Navy

QUICKSHIP AVAILABLE
Available to ship in 10 working days